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	This book starts off with step-by-step instructions for installing and configuring the CFEngine

	server and clients, and then moves on to configuring systems using CFEngine scripts. The

	author then walks you through the policy decision flow as well as conducting system and

	security audits.





	This is followed by detailed discussions through various examples on how you can use

	CFEngine to configure systems, users, networks, databases, web servers, et al. Adding to this,

	the book also provides a list of best practices, CFEngine policy decision flow, and how you

	may use the CFEngine Orion Cloud Pack. By the end of the book you should be able to write

	policies to automate your complex data centre tasks.
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The Dying Process : Patients' Experiences of Palliative CareRoutledge, 2000
A strong feature of the book... is the copius discussion of socila theory. This is a very good book, by an auhor who is never willing to take fashionable or politically correct statemnets for granted but attempts to assess these in light of knowledge gained through painful fieldwork experience. Clive Seale, University of London. 

Focusing...
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Leading People Through Disasters: An Action Guide: Preparing for and Dealing with the Human Side of CrisesBerrett-Koehler Publishers, 2006

	September 11th, Hurricane Katrina, and other recent tragedies have shown that most organizations are woefully unprepared to contend with catastrophic events. After interviewing CEOs, managers, and countless others who dealt directly with organizational hardships resulting from catastrophes, authors Kathryn McKee and Liz Guthridge concluded that...
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Sustainable Nuclear Power (Sustainable World)Academic Press, 2006
This book is designed to provide nonnuclear engineers, scientist, and energy planers with the necessary information to understand and utilize the major advances in the field of nuclear power. The book demonstrates that nuclear fission technology has the abundance and attainability to provide centuries of safe power with minimal greenhouse gas...
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A Culture of Purpose: How to Choose the Right People and Make the Right People Choose YouJossey-Bass, 2014

	How innovative leaders create meaningful cultures that attract and retain top talent


	Building a culture of purpose is one of the greatest challenges facing modern leaders, as today's best minds are looking for meaning, not just jobs. More than any other single factor, cultures of purpose power winning organizations,...
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Sarbanes-Oxley IT Compliance Using COBIT and Open Source ToolsSyngress Publishing, 2005
A Toolkit for IT Professionals 		


Whether you work for a publicly traded or pre-IPO company or as an IT consultant, you are familiar with the daunting task of complying with the Sarbanes-Oxley Act. You have no doubt seen the hour and dollar estimates for compliance go up...
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Algebra und Diskrete Mathematik 1: Grundbegriffe der Mathematik, Algebraische Strukturen 1, Lineare Algebra und Analytische Geometrie, Numerische AlgebraSpringer, 2007
Algebra und Diskrete Mathematik gehören zu den wichtigsten mathematischen Grundlagen der Informatik. Dieses zweibändige Lehrbuch liegt jetzt in korrigierter zweiter Auflage vor und führt umfassend und lebendig in den Themenkomplex ein. Dabei ermöglichen ein klares Herausarbeiten von Lösungsalgorithmen, viele Beispiele,...
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